Crafting intentional details

In order to achieve a classic tufted cushion, we created leather buttons in the shape of a diamond. This shape references the rotated angle of the faceted metal legs. Similarly, the strong grain of the ash legs introduces a natural texture to this modern piece.

Bringing the comfort of home

The most enduring pieces of furniture don’t just inspire people, they also support them. The relaxed posture of Rowen lounge gives versatility to create sophistication in diverse settings. With Rowen casegoods power to sustain, the two of them are the perfect balance to any room.
For Rowen, designer Brian Graham took inspiration from architecture and landscapes to create a graceful, inviting form that evokes a sense of beauty and peace without sacrificing warmth. People need environments that calm and inspire, Rowen helps create those spaces. With Rowen lounge, the thin, faceted legs create a sense of lightness and pose, while the softer shapes of the cushions provide comfort. Accountability is instilled in the credenza and bookcase as it can help with anything you throw its way.
A broad family of solutions

Full product information
View or download the online price list for complete specification information and statement of line.

Thought starters

Furniture designer Brian Graham actually began his career in interior design after graduating from California State University, Long Beach. Drawing from this background and a deep respect for design history, Brian is best known for his wooden casegoods and elegant seating designs. After creating Graham Design in San Francisco in 1999, Brian has employed a comprehensive approach to the design, development, and marketing of furniture, accessories, lighting, and related products.